
Gathering sensitive media out of the office, then returning 
to upload and share data, can be a highly inefficient process. 
When under pressure to rapidly respond to time-critical 
incidents, you need a faster – yet secure – solution.

Secure file sharing on the go
Secure Workspace for Mobile allows users to capture and 
upload media to Secure Workspace using a mobile device, 
wherever they’re working from. Data can be instantly 
uploaded when users are connected to a network, 
enabling quick and secure data sharing.

Instantly and securely upload data on the go to improve efficiency and 
response times. 

Giving you time back with offline performance in the field
Working somewhere without any mobile or WIFI connectivity? Secure Workspace for Mobile’s 
offline functionality moves all captured imagery and videos into a queue to automatically sync with 
Secure Workspace as soon as connectivity returns. This means no more additional time wasted 
manually uploading footage when users are back in the office.

Fast-track the file sharing process
Stay productive when out of the office and 
respond to real-time needs.

Keep costs down
Dramatically cut hardware costs by reducing the 
number of required devices.

Boost business efficiency
Minimize time spent uploading media when 
back in the office.

Minimize the threat of a  
security breach
Prevent unauthorized access to sensitive media 
with secure permissions and controls.
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About Egress 
Our vision is for a connected world in which people communicate efficiently 
and securely. To achieve this, we provide human layer security to protect 
individual users and stop breaches before they happen.
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Seamless integration with  
Secure Workspace
The app seamlessly integrates with 
Secure Workspace to keep data safe 
from compromise. There’s a robust 
audit trail for all uploaded media, 
while setting expiry and deletion 
dates for uploaded content keeps 
you firmly in control. In addition, 
you can bypass your device’s camera 
roll by sending photos and videos 
directly to Secure Workspace, while 
a recall option instantly removes 
others’ access to a specific upload. 
This minimizes the risk of anyone 
sharing sensitive content while, in 
the event of a breach, you can limit 
any subsequent financial penalty by 
showing evidence that preventative 
actions were taken.

Keeping costs low with shared device functionality
Secure Workspace for Mobile has been specifically programmed for  
multiple users to access the app with their own unique credentials via  
a shared device. 

Faced with never-ending pressures to cut costs where possible, you can  
reduce the number of devices required by your team and, importantly, remove 
hardware costs from the balance sheet.

Top five features

Visit www.egress.com for  
more features.

Secure and instant media 
upload to Secure Workspace 

Offline queuing when a mobile 
or WIFI network isn’t available

Shared device user access

Sensitive media transfer direct 
to Secure Workspace

iOS and Android supported
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5“Without Egress, we would have had to buy 
at least five different systems to meet our 
information sharing requirements.”
HEAD OF INFORMATION GOVERNANCE AND SECURITY, HCA HEALTHCARE

For more information please contact your account manager or 
call 1-800-732-0746


